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This was a very unusual and large scale Streetsafe Operation. Our intention was 
to speak to all “users” of the hospital and surrounding area. In total, we had four 
separate streetsafe events running throughout the day. We spoke to staff, 
visitors, staff who live in the on site accommodation and people in homes 
surrounding the hospital site.  

Special thanks must go to staff at the hospital who assisted prepare for the 
event, helped us on the day and made the streetsafe team very welcome.  
Personal thanks go to the Hospital catering team, Judith Caine and Anna Smith.  

 

 

PCSO Lacey explains the community questionnaire with two visitors 

 



 

For the purpose of this report, I will prepare an executive summary of the 
events of the day and problems identified by users of the Hospital including 
staff, visitors and local residents. Individual reports for each part of the 
operation will be attached...  

The questionnaire is now divided up into sections mirroring the aims and 
objectives. For the purpose of this report the categories will be Stronger, 
Greener, Cleaner and Safer.  

Over 70 volunteers helped during the day long operation which included 
members of staff from MBHT 

The main focus on this operation was to gauge the level and concerns in relation 
to safety in and around the site and to promote community facilities. We also 
used it to promote active citizens and ascertain levels of interest in young 
people becoming involved in diversionary activities such as Streetsoccer.    

During the day we spoke to 200 people who completed the community 
questionnaire.  Since this date, 27 reports have been returned from staff and 
residents.  

We provided over 10,000 pieces of literature. 

From the questionnaire we can evaluate over 8,000 pieces of information.  

We talked to and listened to residents for over 40 hours in total. 

6 fly tips / badly presented waste were removed by SITA.  

A very comprehensive EVA (Environmental Visual Audit) was conducted prior to 
the event. That and the result of the consultation will be the bench mark for 
the area.  

Four smoke alarms were installed by Cumbria Fire and Rescue with over 40 
referrals made throughout the day.  

Five residents who stated they did not feel safe in their homes will be visited 
and everything possible will be done to assist with this identified problem.  

40 Streetsafe tasks have been issued to various agencies and MBHT to resolve 
the problems identified by the “community”.  

 



 

The briefings and de-briefings were held in the Lecture theatre in the Hospital  

 

Inspector Steele briefing the Streetsafe team 

 

 

 



 

STAFF - Working 

Main identified problems are related to on site security and lighting levels 
around the site.  

We then asked “do you feel safe at work?”  1% said no, 7% stated mainly and 
92% said they did, but improvements could be made.   

Litter in the grounds of the hospital was identified as a concern.  

The creation of a safe play area and staff areas were requested.  

STAFF – Accommodation 

Majority of staff felt safe and secure with no main problem identified. 
However, lighting levels continued to be a problem, including in the communal 
corridors of the buildings.  

One other problem highlighted was the lack of a common meeting place for pray. 
One occupant stated that they had to travel through to Blackburn for pray.  

No recycling facilities were highlighted as a concern.  

Visitors 

Visitors to the hospital, who gave and answer, were from around the Borough 
and SLDC. They have identified youth anti-social behaviour as the main problem 
facing them within their community. This category can be further divided into 
nuisance, noise, drinking and gangs.  

Following this, local resident’s stated there is no specific single main problem. 
The next two problems statistically after this was dog fouling and parking.  

Local Residents 

Residents who live around the Hospital site were spoken to. Statistically, 35% 
stated there was no singular problem in the community. Percentage wise, people 
complained the most about speeding cars and problems with parking.  
Interestingly, and linked to the above, some residents asked for better 
community areas and for the play area to be improved.  

 



 

During the day, members of the streetsafe were given permission to visit the 
children’s ward. They were accompanied by Jason Walker and Craig Rutherford 
from Barrow AFC. Various gifts were given to the ward for Christmas which was 
supported by Baby Bitz and Game station Barrow. Jason also gave the ward a 
signed Barrow AFC shirt which will be raffled.  
 

 

Staff and patients from the children ward accept gifts from the Streetsafe team 

Specific information relating to the operation has been forwarded onto the 
relevant authority for their attention. A number of the issues were or have 
been addressed on the day of the event or shortly after it. Further 
specific medium / long term problem solving tasks have been issued for 
specific actioning.  
 
By using the “Street-Safe” brand this will increase the quality and 
consistency of marketing of CDRP activities and providing a consistent 
“consultation” tool for the CDRP and other LSP partnerships. 

 

 


